The widespread usefulness of Graphical User Interfaces has made GUIs the most important component of software today. As the GUI have characteristics like event driven input, mouse clicks etc., and the testing of conventional software cannot be applied on the GUI's. One of the most important innovations that strongly contribute to solve this issue has been the introduction of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) .The XML Schema based testing is introduced to combine the great potential of XML Schema in describing input data in open and standard form, with testing activity. We have theoretically analyzed different components based testing techniques especially XML based testing and regression testing. We have written the representation or specification of GUI in XML which is validated by XML Schema. Program have been written reads the XML and to generate the test sequences. We have developed XML Regression Test Suite Modeler to perform testing of GUI component. It includes Test Case Generator, GUI Comparer and Regression Test Suite Generator as the main components. A case study applying the proposed approach is described and results are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Graphical user interface are the most popular means used to interact with today's software. The functional correctness of GUI is of utmost importance and it's required to ensure the safety, robustness and usability of entire software. GUI's are hierarchical in nature.GUI testing for functional correctness is a challenging research area. Testing is, in general, labor and resource intensive, accounting for 50-60% of the total cost of software development. GUI testing is especially difficult today because GUIs have characteristics different from those of traditional software, and thus, techniques typically applied to software testing are not adequate. Current GUI testing techniques are incomplete, ad-hoc, and largely manual. The test data required for testing GUI is huge sometimes so manual approach isn't suitable. Manual testing makes regression task more laborious and time consuming and longer times are needed for test coverage.
We propose a XML Schema based representation for GUI testing, which is capable of simulating the hierarchical nature of the GUI and stores the event interaction information. It satisfies a number of testing coverage criteria's for effective test case generation. Testing GUI's for functional correctness is needed to ensure the overall correctness of these applications. The proposed model also promotes reusability. Once created it can be quickly redeployed to generate additional test cases for the same or modified version of GUI, thus providing an effective regression testing facility.
The main objectives of XML Schema Based Testing are as follows:
To explore the impact of XML Schema based testing on software component.
To design an improved XML Schema testing technique that works both for built-in and third party component and follows the automation of test data generation Study the XML quality factors to optimize the XML Schema.
Finally to validate the testing technique by using some coverage criteria for XML Schema based testing of components.
To study the characteristics of GUI components in the software.
Using the characteristics of GUI component to generate test data for various coverage criteria's.
Creating a framework for generation of XML Regression Test Suite Modeler for GUI.
XML SCHEMA
XML Schema was approved as a W3C Recommendation in May, 2001 and is now being widely used for structuring XML documents for E-commerce and web Services applications. XML Schema Recommendation has significant value for XML based publishing applications. An XML schema describes the structure of an XML document. The XML Schema language is also referred to as XML Schema Definition (XSD). The purpose of an XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document. The XML Schema verifies and validates XML document and checks for its well-formedness. XML Schema defines the valid contents of particular elements and attributes as well as an ability to define the data structure and content of XML documents.
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XML SHEMA BASED TESTING
XML Schema based testing is the approach for the systematic generation of the XML instances. A comprehensive set of instances is generated by sampling all the possible combinations of elements within the Schema by applying and adapting the well known Category Partition Method. This method provides a systematic and semi-automated method for test data derivation, starting from analysis of specifications until production of the test scripts. The generated instances can then be used for the black-box testing of applications that expect such XML instances as input.
Characteristics of XML Schema Based Testing
Interoperability. Well-formedness of XML Schema. Verifying XML Documents against the Schema Structure. Automation of test data Generation. Systematic Generation of a set of XML Instances. Integrating and Matching Schemas.
GUI (Graphical User Interface)
A GUI is a graphical user interface to a program. A GUI is a hierarchical, graphical front-end to a software system that accepts as input user-generated and system -generated events from a fixed set of events and produces deterministic graphical output. Most of today's software interacts with a user through a graphical user interface. Objects of a GUI include elements such as windows, pull-down menus, buttons, scroll bars, iconic images, and wizards. The software user performs events to interact with the GUI, manipulating GUI objects as one would real objects. These events cause deterministic changes to the state of the software that may be reflected by a change in the appearance of one or more GUI objects. Thus the important characteristics of GUI's include their graphical orientation, event driven input and hierarchical structure, the objects they contain, and the properties (attributes) of those objects.
PROPOSED METHODOLGY
A GUI component can be represented with the help of XML. The XML representation is validated by XML Schema. The XML structure models all possible interaction among the events within a component. The structure is a general structure used for implementing a number of testing technique like regression testing. The steps of the proposed methodology are given below:
Step1: Specification of GUI Components Using XML Schema.
Step2: Creation of test Cases for earlier Version.
Step3: Comparison of Components in terms of inter and intra Modifications of events.
Step4: Distinguish Test Cases of two versions. 
Step1: Specification of GUI Components Using XML Schema:
The Specification of the GUI Component is represented in the XML which is validated by creating XML Schema on the basis of information gathered. 
Step2: Creation of test Cases for earlier Version:
Length n Event sequence Coverage: This criterion says that we can generate test sequence up to a limit of n events per test case. Testing all event sequences that start in one event and ends in another event.
Test Case: GUI test case T is a pair (S0, e1; e2; . . .; en), consisting of a state S0 € SI, called the initial state for T, and a legal event sequence e1; e2; . . . ; en. If the initial state specified in the test case is not reachable in the GUI and/or its event sequence is illegal, then the test case is not executable 
FUTURE WORK
While doing some research work there is high probability that you will find more issues or areas which could be worked upon. In this dissertation the area of research was GUI but all the algorithms and techniques discussed apply on static components. Dynamic objects are another thing which keeps on changing like we see on some of the website, text logo's keep on changing in the same area.
Algorithms discussed in dissertation are not extended able for dynamic objects handling so another important area of research is testing of GUI' applications having dynamic Objects and Components.
Traversing GUI's produce large number of event sequences hence producing large test data set so some work can be done for prioritizing, extracting or reducing test data in such a way that all the major paths are covered. 
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